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A NOTE ON CONSTRUCTION OF DUAL-HAMILTONIAN GRAPHS
JOÃO PAULO COSTALONGA1
ABSTRACT. A connected simple graph is said dual-hamiltonian if its vertex set has a 2-coloring
such that each color class induces a tree. We call such a coloring a hamiltonian coloring. We
prove that ifG is a graphwith a certain type of hamiltonian coloring and T is a tree, thenG×T
is also dual-hamiltonian having the same certain type of hamiltonian coloring. This result is
used to constructed a class of dual-hamiltonian graphs, which includes the hypercubes and
other multidimensional grids.
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A bond in a connected graph is a minimal set with the property that its deletion results
in a disconnected graph. A bond in a connected graph G has at most ‖G‖− |G | + 2 edges;
when a bond has this size it is a hamiltonian bond. A graph is dual-hamiltonian if it has a
hamiltonianbond. Some authors call dual-hamiltoniangraphsYutsis graphs. An alternative
definition for dual-hamiltonian graphs is provided by the following result:
Theorem 1. (Jaeger [3]) A subset B ⊆ E (G) is a hamiltonian bond of a connected graph G if
and only if G\B has two induced trees of G as connected components.
If G is a planar graph with dual graph G∗, then each hamiltonian bond of G corresponds
to a hamiltonian cycle ofG∗. Determining if a graph is dual-hamiltonian is an NP-complete
problem. Indeed, it is in the NP class by the certificate provided by Theorem1 and it is NP-
complete because determining if a planar graph is hamiltonian is an NP-complete prob-
lem [2].
The most notorious problem about dual-hamiltonian graphs is probably Jaeger’s con-
jecture [3] that all cyclically 4-connected cubic graphs are dual-hamiltonian. Whitney [5]
proved that the planar case of this conjecture is equivalent to the Four Colors Theorem. An-
othermotivation to study dual-hamiltoniangraphs is their application in quantummechan-
ics (see [4] for more references).
Some necessary conditions for dual-hamiltonianicity are established in [1]. We can add
onemore that follows from Theorem 1 with a straightforward calculation:
Corollary 2. If G is a dual-hamiltonian graph, then each induced subgraph H of G satisfies
‖H‖ ≤ |H |−2+|H |2/4.
To the best of our knowledge, in opposition to hamiltonianicity,notmany sufficient condi-
tions for dual-hamiltonianicity are established in literature. This make establishing if some
important classes of graphs are dual-hamiltonian a bit hard. Our objective here is to pro-
vide some tools for constructing dual-hamiltoniangraphs using cartesian product of graphs.
Our results were first motivated by the conjecture of HaidongWu andMelissa Flynn (private
communication) that all hypercubes are dual-hamiltonian; the n-dimensional hypercube
Qn may be defined as the graph with {0,1}
n as vertex-set and such that two vertices are ad-
jacent if and only if they differ by exactly one coordinate. We will establish that Flynn’s and
Wu’s conjecture is true in Corollary 4.
Before stating the main result, some definitions are necessary. Let G be a graph and let
C be a 2-coloring of V (G). We say that C is a hamiltonian coloring of G if each color class
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of C induces a tree in G . By Theorem 1, a 2-coloring C of G is hamiltonian if and only if the
set of edges with edvertices of different colors is a hamiltonian bond of G . If X ⊆ V (G) and
C is a 2-coloring of V (G), we denote by C∆X the 2-coloring obtained from C by switching
the colors of the vertices in X . If C is a hamiltonian coloring of G and I and J are disjoint
2-subsets of V (G), we say that (I , J ) is a quartet ofC if:
(Q1) both I and J have one vertex of each color,
(Q2) C∆I is a hamiltonian coloring ofG , and
(Q3) each color class ofC∆J induces a forest with exactly two connected components: one
meeting I and the other meeting J .
The cartesian product G ×H of two graphs G and H is defined as the graph with vertex
set V (G)×V (H) and edge-set as the union of {(u,x)(v,x) : uv ∈ E (G) and x ∈ V (H)} and
{(u,x)(u, y) :u ∈V (G) and xy ∈ E (H)}. The next theorem is our main result:
Theorem 3. Let G be a connected graph and T be a tree. If G has a hamiltonian coloring with
a quartet, then G ×T also has a hamiltonian coloring with a quartet.
The variationof Theorem 3where the hamiltoniancolorings do not necessarily have quar-
tets is not valid. Indeed, let T1 and T2 be disjoint trees, each one having a simple path with
three edges, and letG be the graph obtained from T1∪T2 by adding all possible edges linking
a vertex of T1 to a vertex of T2. Note that {V (T1),V (T2)} is the unique 2-partition ofV (G) such
that both members induce forests in G . This implies that G ×T is not dual-hamiltonian for
each tree T with at least two vertices. This paper contains only one more section, which is
dedicated to proving Theorem 3.
From Theorem 3 we derive the next corollary. This result was proved for n ≤ 5 and con-
jectured in general in an unpublished undergraduate thesis written by Melissa Flynn under
supervision of HaidongWu.
Corollary 4. For n ≥ 2, the n-dimensional hypercube Qn is dual-hamiltonian. Moreover, for
n ≥ 3, Qn has a hamiltonian coloring with a quartet.
We denote by Pn the path graph with n edges. It is straightforward to check that Q1 and
Q2 are dual-hamiltonian. Since Qn ∼= P1× ·· ·×P1, the second part of Corollary 4 follows by
induction using Theorem 3 with the next example as initial case.
Example 5. Letn ≥ 1. The coloring ofP1×P1×Pn in Figure 1 is hamiltonianwith
(
(i1, i2), ( j1, j2)
)
as quartet. In particular this proves that the 3-dimensional cube has a hamiltonian coloring
with a quartet.
· · ·
· · ·
· · ·
· · ·
j1 i1
j2
i2
FIGURE 1. The figure for Example 5
Similarly to the class of hypercubes, using the next example we may prove that a larger
class of multidimensional grids are dual-hamiltonianusing the graphs in th next example as
initial cases. But we do not know if all the multidimensional grids are dual-hamiltonian. We
conjecture so, but we conjecture that some do not have hamiltonian colorings with quartets.
Example 6. Form ≥ 2 and n ≥ 3, the grid Pm ×Pn has a hamiltonian coloring with a quartet(
(i1, i2), ( j1, j2)
)
. The coloring is exemplified in Figure 2 for odd values of n and in Figure 3 for
even values.
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i1
j1
j2
i2
FIGURE 2. A hamil-
tonian coloring with a
quartet for P5×P6.
i2
j1
j2
i1
FIGURE 3. A hamil-
tonian coloring with a
quartet for P5×P7.
1. PROOFS
In this section we prove Theorem 3. Figures 4, 5 and 6 illustrate the construction used in
the proof.
Consider a graph G and a coloring C : G → {red,blue}. We say that an edge of G is a red
(resp. blue) edge of C if its both endvertices have color red (resp. blue) in C . An edge ofG is
monochromatic if it is red or blue.
Proof of Theorem 3: We may assume that |T | ≥ 2. For each x ∈ V (T ), we denote by Gx the
graphG ×T [{x}] and, for A ⊆V (G), Ax := A× {x}.
LetC be a hamiltonian coloring ofG with a quartet (I , J ) and colors in {red,blue}. We write
I = {ired, iblue} and J = { jred, jblue}, where the vertices are colored by C with the color in their
indices.
For each x ∈ V (T ), let Cx be the coloring of Gx such that Cx(v,x) :=C (v) for all v ∈ V (G).
Note thatCx is a hamiltonian coloring ofGx with quartet (Ix , Jx).
Consider a leaf r as root for T and, for each x ∈ V (T ), let d(x) denote the usual dis-
tance from r to x in T . Now, for each x ∈ V (T ), define Dx := Cx if d(x) is even and Dx :=
Cx∆(V (Gx)− Ix) if d(x) is odd. Let D be the 2-coloring ofG ×T such that, for each x ∈V (T ),
the restriction of D to Gx is equal to Dx . Note that for all x ∈ V (T ), D(ired,x) = red and
D(iblue,x) = blue. Let l be a leaf of T other than r . We shall prove that D is a hamiltonian
coloring ofG ×T with (Jr , Il ) as quartet. Next we check:
Claim 1. For each κ ∈ {red,blue} and each xy ∈ E (T ), (iκ,x)(iκ, y) is the unique edge of color κ
linking a vertex of Gx to a vertex of Gy .
Indeed, by the definition of G × T , such an edge must be of the form (v,x)(v, y) with
v ∈ V (G). We may assume without loosing generality that d(x) is even and d(y) is odd. So
Dx =Cx andD y =Cy∆(V (Gy )− Iy). Thus the edge (v,x)(v, y) is monochromatic if and only if
v ∈ I . Moreover, this edge has color κ if and only ifC (v)= κ and this implies Claim 1.
Denote H := G ×T and let Hred be the subgraph of H induced by the red vertices of D.
Since T is a tree, Claim 1 implies:
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FIGURE 4. A hamiltonian col-
oring C of a graph with a quar-
tet (I , J ).
r l
FIGURE 5. A tree.
Jr
Il
FIGURE 6. A construction for the hamiltonian coloringD ofG×T
as in the proof of Theorem 3 with quartet (Jr , Il ), where G is the
graph in Figure 4 and T is the tree in Figure 5.
Claim 2. Let xy ∈ E (G), then (ired,x)(ired, y) is a bridge of Hred.
By Claim 2, if Z is a cycle of R , then Z is a cycle of Gx for some x ∈ V (T ). But, as Cx is a
hamiltonian coloring of Gx , it follows by (Q2) that Di is also a hamiltonian coloring of Gx .
Thus Hred∩Gx is a tree and Hred has no cycles. NoteG[{ired}]×T is a connected subgraph of
Hred because it is isomorphic to T . Each vertex of Hred is in a subgraph of the form Hred∩Gx ,
which is a tree with a vertex in common with G[{ired}]× T . Thus Hred is connected and,
therefore, Hred is a tree. Analogously the same holds for the subgraph of H induced by the
blue vertices ofD. This proves thatD is a hamiltonian coloring of H .
It is left to prove that (Jr , Il ) is a quartet for D. For this we have to prove (Q1)-(Q3). By
construction, both Jl and Ir have vertices of different colors. So (Q1) holds.
Consider the coloringD ′ :=D∆Jr . Denote by R
′ the set of red vertices ofD ′ and let H ′red :=
H[R ′]. Note that H1 := H
′
red− (V (Gr )∩V (H
′
red)) = Hred− (V (Gr )∩V (Hred)). Since Hred is a
tree, it follows from Claim 2 that H1 is a tree. Now consider the restriction D
′
x of D
′ to Gx .
As Di = Ci is a hamiltonian coloring of Gr with (Ir , Jr ) as quartet, it follows from (Q3) that
the red vertices of D ′r = Cr∆Jr induce in Gx a forest with exactly two components TI and
TJ such that V (TI )∩ Ir = {(ired,r )} and V (TJ )∩ Jr = {( jblue,r )}. Let s be the neighbor of r in
T . It follows from Claim 1 that (ired,r )(ired, s) and ( jblue,r )( jblue, s) are the unique edges that
linkGx ∩H
′
red to H1. This implies that H
′
red is obtained from the disjoint trees H1, TJ and TJ
by adding (ired,r )(ired, s) linking Ti to H1 and adding ( jblue,r )( jblue, s) linking T j to H1 and,
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therefore, H ′red is a tree. Analogously, the blue vertices of D
′ also induce a tree in H and this
proves (Q2).
Consider now D ′′ :=D∆Il . Let R
′′ be the set of red vertices ofD ′′ and H ′′red :=H[R
′′]. Simi-
larly toH1, H2 :=H
′′
red−(V (Gl )∩V (H
′′
red))=Hred−(V (Gl )∩V (Hred)) is a tree. By Claim 1 there
is no monochromatic edge of D ′′ from H2 to Gl . The restriction D
′′
l
of D ′′ to Gl is equal to
Cl∆Il if d(l ) is even and equal to Cl∆V (Gl ) if d(l ) is odd. Thus D
′′
l
is a hamiltonian coloring
of Gl and H
′′
red∩Gl is a tree. Therefore, H
′′
red is a forest with H2 and H
′′
red∩Gl as connected
components. Note that H2 has a vertex of Jr and H
′′
red∩Gl has a vertex of Il . Since similar ar-
guments are valid for the blue vertices, this implies that (Q3) holds and the theorem is valid.

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